We demonstrate a new method whereby near-field optical microscope resolution can be extended to the nanometer regime. The technique is based on measuring the modulation of the scattered electric field from the end of a sharp silicon tip as it is stabilized and scanned in close proximity to a sample surface. Our initial results demonstrate resolution in the 3 nm range--comparable to what can be achieved with typical attractive mode atomic force microscopes. Theoretical considerations predict that the ultimate resolution achievable with this approach could be close to the atomic level.
Following the demonstration of super-resolution by nearfield scarming microscopy at microwave frequencies' and its subsequent extension to the visible regionz9 the field of near-field scanning microscopy (NSOM) has attracted much attention. Particularly over the past few years, NSOM has enjoyed a rapid growth."15 This growth has been assisted by several important contributions to the technology such as the use of tapered single mode optical fibers," independently stabilizing the tip-sample spacing by shear-force contro17'8 and methods for measuring the polarization9 and fluorescence" of samples on the sub-50 nm scale. In this letter, we introduce a technique whereby the resolution of near-field optical microscopes can be extended below 1 nm, i.e., over an order of magnitude better than what has been achieved so far.
The majority of near-field optical microscopes employ tapered single mode optical fibers coated on the sides with aluminum in order to form a subwavelength aperture at their ends. The aluminum (skin depth 12 nm at 633 nm wavelength) which is essential for the operation of most NSOMs serves to confine the light within the optical fiber as it enters the tip end thereby defining either a tiny light source (for illumination mode NSOM) or a tiny light collector (for collection mode NSOM). The smallest aperture that can be made in this way cannot be much smaller than twice the optical skin depth in aluminum, since the light has to be significantly attenuated as it leaks out of the fiber sides into the aluminum in order to define an aperture. Thus, spatial resolutions achieved in the NSOM are in the 30-50 nm range. This resolution although superior to the early images taken with NSOM are still an order of magnitude away from what can be achieved with typical attractive mode atomic force microscopes (AFMs>.~~ The concept we have explored is based on an idea that occurred to one of us several years ag0.t' Rather than transmitting light through a fine aperture, we use the spherical light scattering from a tip end of a standard Al?M or scanning tunnel microscopy @TM) to define the light source. Although in principle this concept allows one tomake scattering sources down to atomic dimensions (as in STM and AFM tips), it provides significant challenges for detecting the minute quantity of scattered light from the tip end in the presence of a large background. We have been able to overcome these difficulties. Here we present initial results with a)To whom correspondence should be sent.
our technique which we have called apertureless near-field optical microscopy.
The basic concept can be understood by referring to Fig.  1 . A Nomarski objective (Zeiss P-Neofluar 50X, NA=O.85) is used to form two diffraction limited spots at the far surface of a microscope cover slip. A sharp silicon tip of an AFM cantilever (20 N/m) is approached toward one of the two spots using an independent feedback loop. We used an attractive mode AFM in the "tapping mode" to perform the gap feedback.".r3 In this mode, the resonating cantilever at frequency (f,=239 kHz) is made to move toward and away from the sample at a frequency if,= 1 kHz) which is typically much lower than the resonance frequency f, . The vibration signal at f, is detected in a lock-in amplifier and its average value is used in a feedback loop to control tipsample spacing. By adjusting the piezodrive amplitude at frequency f, , we can change the tip/sample interaction conditions from hard tapping (as described in our original article demonstrating materials sensing" to soft tapping or true noncontact imaging.
The reflected electric field from the spot that impinges on the tip consists of two components; a weak scattered field E, from the tip and a strong reflected field Ef from the back surface of the cover slip (amplitude reflectance 20%). The reflected field E, is phase advanced by r/2 relative to the scattered field E, due to the Gouy shift through a focused Gaussian beam. For small amplitudes of scattered light, the overall phase iE: of the reflected beam from the spot that impinges on the tip is phase delayed by A4=E,IE, relative to the phase of the second reelected optical spot of amplitude E, . The scattered field E, from the tip end can therefore be deduced directly by measuring Ac$ in a sensitive differential phase optical interferometer.t4 Features on the back surface of the coverslip (i.e., the object) modulate E, as the sample is raster scanned relative to the tip. These variations are recorded sequentially on a computer in order to form the image.
The scattered field E, from the tip end will in general be present on top of a spurious background of light scattered from the tip shank and cantilever. We can reduce the background signal in three ways. First, we use a confocal arrangement for optical illumination and detection; this restricts the detection region to within 100 nm of the tip end. Second, we realize that if we modulate the tip in z at frequency f,=l kHz by an amplitude which is approximately the tip radius, the backscattered light from the tip end will have a larger modulation on the sample as compared with light scattered from regions that are farther away as we approach the tip very close to the sample. Finally, we can further enhance the signals at the spatial frequencies of interest (i.e., corresponding to the radius of the tip) by vibrating the sample laterally by approximately the tip radius at frequency f,=3 kHz and detecting the interferometer signal at the sum frequency (fx-tfz>* The schematic of our system is shown in Fig. 2 . Vertically polarized light from a He-Ne laser is directed toward the Nomarksi objective via an isolator (which rotates the polarization by 45"), beam splitter, spatial filter, and a 10X expander. The objective focuses the light to two diffraction limited spots on the back surface of the cover slip. The re- fleeted light from the two spots return via the pin hole onto the beamsplitter which directs it onto the Wollaston (whose axis is arranged at 45" to that of the Nomarski prism). The two spots emerging from the Wollaston are then detected in a differential photodiode arrangement in order to yield a signal proportional to the phase difference A+. The operating principles of such differential interferometers are well known'5*16 and will not be described here. For typical laser powers in the mW range, the smallest detectable phase difference A+ is on the order of lo-' rad/&.
Our first experiments were performed using the back surface of the cover slip as the object itself. Figure 3(a) shows the topographic image of the cover slip over a 150 nm X 150 nm scan field scanned using a 2 nm radius silicon tip. The surface was found to be extremely smooth to within the noise level of our system (1 run). The simultaneously recorded near-field optical image. Figure 3(b) on the other hand shows features as small as 3 nm that are correlated over several scan lines. We believe that these optical features are due to refractive index perturbations just beneath the surface of the cover slip, possibly caused by the process used to make the cover slip. The resolution achieved in our optical image is comparable to what has been achieved with attractive mode AFMs and is an order of magnitude superior to the resolution of typical NSOMs. We believe that these represent the first NSOM images based on measuring the scattered electric field from a tip. Although previous work has been reported showing the evanescent field variation away from a surface mapped by measuring the scattered light intensity due to frustrated total internal reflection from a sharp STM tip during tip-sample approach,r7 no images have been reported, probably due to the difficulty of measuring the minute amount of scattered light from the tip end in the presence of large background signals.
We can estimate the ultimate resolution that might be achieved with our system using some simple considerations. If we approximate the tip end to be a sphere of radius a, and assume an incident electric field Ei, the scattered spherical wave has an amplitude18 E,=Eik20/4rr, where k is the optical propagation constant in air and a is the susceptibility of the sphere given by ( 1) Here, m is the complex refractive index of the sphere and the polarizability must be chosen depending on the incident wave polarization direction relative to the scattering angle 0. The reflected wave from the cover slip is a concentric spherical wave of amplitude E,= (Ei/5) (q/NA), where w,,=X/nNA is the optical spot radius and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The expected phase difference A4 between the two spots is then simply Es/E, or A4=5k'(rNA2/871: Taking a silicon or metal ti m2S1) of radius a and ~11, we have, g (i.e., A+$k3a3NA
. For a coherent, shot noise limited phase detection system with W laser power, we can show that14115 A+min"lO-s rad/ F Hz. This would suggest that for He-Ne laser light (X=633 run) with NA=O.85, ~~1.7 A, i.e., the resolution should reach the atomic level.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new method for near-field optical microscopy based on detecting the modulation in the electric field of the scattered wave from the tip caused by the sample. Although our initial results show images with feature sizes in the 3 nm range, we believe that these results could be significantly improved with careful instrument design.
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Note added in proofi Since the submission of this article, we have learned of another approach"' for near-field optical microscopy based on detecting the intensity of light scattering from a tip; however, the resolution achieved was in the micron range.
